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In molecular simulation and fluid mechanics, the coupling of a particle domain with a continuum
representation of its embedding environment is an ongoing challenge. In this Letter, we show a novel
approach where the latest version of the adaptive resolution scheme (AdResS), with noninteracting tracers
as particles’ reservoir, is combined with a fluctuating hydrodynamics (FHD) solver. The resulting
algorithm, supported by a solid mathematical model, allows for a physically consistent exchange of matter
and energy between the particle domain and its fluctuating continuum reservoir. Numerical tests are
performed to show the validity of the algorithm. Differently from previous algorithms of the same kind, the
current approach allows for simulations where, in addition to density fluctuations, also thermal fluctuations
can be accounted for, thus large complex molecular systems, as, for example, hydrated biological
membranes in a thermal field, can now be efficiently treated.
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Introduction.—Molecular dynamics (MD) [1] is consid-
ered a valuable tool for studying molecular systems at the
microscopic level. Its contribution in condensed matter and
molecular science covers many subjects of high interest in
current research, such as molecular docking [2] or the
design of materials for advanced technologies [3].
An MD model simulates the motion of molecules

according to Newton’s equations of motion. Molecules,
in the most popular approach, have atomistic resolution
according to their chemical structure. That is, they are
represented by spherical atoms kept together by rigid bond
constraints or intramolecular potentials [4]. The interaction
between molecules is governed by potentials acting
between their respective atoms, also called force fields.
The latter are derived from experimental data or from
elaborate electronic structure calculations (see, e.g.,
Ref. [5] for the important case of liquid water).
The core of the technique is thus the time integration of a

highly complex Hamiltonian system with a state space
given by the collection of the positions and momenta,
ðr;pÞ, of all the atoms considered. Assuming ergodicity of
this system, the effective value of the resulting simulations
lies in their capability of potentially sampling, through long
enough trajectories, classical statistical ensembles and thus
allowing the user to study the system’s macroscopic
thermodynamic properties. More precisely, one exploits
the insight that under the ergodic hypothesis and consid-
ering large time windows, the time of residence of the
system in regions of the state space with given total
energies of their microstates is proportional to the volume
of these regions [1].
The consequence is that through the instantaneous value

of a physical observable, wðr;pÞ, its average, W, can be
calculated over a sufficiently large time window along the

trajectory of the MD simulation; that is,W¼hwðr;pÞitime¼
limt→∞

R
t
0ð1=t0Þwðrðt0Þ;pðt0Þ;t0Þdt0. Specific thermodynam-

ics and statistical mechanics ensembles are realized in this
context by isolating the system entirely from its surround-
ings (microcanonical), bringing it in contact with the heat
source or sink of an external thermostat (canonical), or
allowing for the exchange of heat and particles with a
reservoir (grand canonical) [1,6]. In this fashion, the
atomistic simulations allow for the microscopic or par-
ticle-based analysis of the statistical collective behavior of
large molecular systems. A remarkable example is liquid
water for which an atomistically resolved simulation
enables detailed analyses of the statistical properties of,
e.g., the hydrogen bonding network and its crucial role in
determining the multifaceted behavior of water as a solvent
in both nature and technological systems.
With the increase of the system size computational costs

rise steeply, however, so that macroscopic simulations at
atomistic resolution become prohibitively expensive.
Therefore, the simulation of complex molecular systems
requires efficient computational strategies that capture the
essence of a physical or chemical process at reasonable
computational costs. In particular, for the large class of
problems with the event of interest occurring merely in a
limited region of space, it is convenient to reduce the
simulation to a relatively small high-resolution region
represented with atomistic detail, coupled to an effective
simplified environment that plays the role of a macroscopic
thermodynamic bath. The challenging aspect of such a
simplification is the definition of boundary conditions
between the particle domain and the environment that
assures the exchange of energy and matter consistently with
the fully microscopically resolved system of reference.
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Several approaches have been proposed during the last
decade under the umbrella of the adaptive resolution
technique or similar models [7–11]. In particular, the last
AdResS version, developed by the authors [12–15] has
been framed into a more general mathematical model of
open systems which assures, in a systematic fashion, the
statistical mechanics’ consistency of the high-resolution
region with respect to an open system embedded in a fully
microscopically resolved environment [16,17]. The sup-
porting mathematical model was also instrumental to the
definition of boundary conditions for situations beyond
equilibrium and was successfully tested to study open
molecular systems in a stationary thermal gradient [18,19].
Current molecular science moreover demands to go even

beyond constant thermal or density fields to treat molecular
systems embedded in arbitrarily fluctuating fields. For
instance, cell membranes in a realistic environment are
subject to a fluctuating thermal field that has a major
impact on their hydration properties and morphological
structure [20,21]. In technology, the possibility of exter-
nally changing or modulating in time a thermal or
density field could be used to build efficient devices,
e.g., for phase separation of liquids in the context of water
purification [22,23].
A large-scale fluctuating environment can be described

efficiently by continuum mechanics without the need for
atomistic resolution. Macroscopic physical quantities in the
form of space and time-dependent fields then describe the
collective behavior of the particle system. The Navier-
Stokes equations constitute the model of choice for liquids
in this context. They describe the dynamics of a viscous
fluid based on the conservation laws for mass, momentum,
and energy of a Newtonian fluid [24]. Thus, the fluid mass
within an arbitrary control volume can only change by
exchange of mass with its environment but not by the action
of sources or sinks. The same holds for the conservation of
momentum with the total momentum exchange being due
to the advective exchange of momentum-carrying mass
elements and due to the forces acting on the surface of the
volume by the pressure and viscous stress fields. Finally,
energy is exchanged again by the advection of energy-
carrying mass elements, by the work of the pressure and
viscous forces on the element, and by thermal energy
transport through heat conduction. Neglecting gravity,
the Navier-Stokes equations, written in conservation form,
read as

∂ϱ

∂t
þ∇ · ðϱuÞ ¼ 0; ð1aÞ

∂ϱu
∂t

þ∇ · ðϱu∘uþ pIdþ τÞ ¼ 0; ð1bÞ

∂ϱe
∂t

þ∇ · ð½ðϱeþ pÞIdþ τ�uþ jÞ ¼ 0; ð1cÞ

where ðϱ;u; eÞ are the density, flow velocity, and specific
internal energy, respectively, and Id is the unit tensor. The
thermodynamic pressure p, the viscous stress tensor τ, and
the heat flux density j are given by the fluid’s constitutive
laws

p ¼ p̃ðϱ;u; eÞ; ð2aÞ

τ ¼ −∇½μð∇uþ ð∇uÞ⊤Þ� þ∇½λð∇:uÞI�; ð2bÞ

j ¼ −k∇T; ð2cÞ

where T ¼ Tðϱ; pÞ is the temperature, and where we have
explicitly adopted Newtonian friction in the equation of
state for the stress tensor, with μ and λ being the shear and
volume viscosities, respectively, and k the heat conduc-
tivity. Solving Navier-Stokes equations [Eqs. (1)] together
with the equations of state [Eqs. (2)] will determine the
flow behavior in the system for density, velocity, pressure,
and temperature fields.
As they are formulated in Eqs. (1)–(2), the continuum

equations hold in the limit of asymptotic scale separation
between the atomistic and the systems scales. Of interest
here, however, are large-scale flows on the mesoscale for
which the continuum dynamics still involves sizable
thermal fluctuations. To describe this situation, Landau
and Lifshitz pioneered the formulation of a (linear) “fluc-
tuating hydrodynamics” model [25], which essentially
extends the deterministic conservation laws from
Eqs. (1)–(2) by stochastically fluctuating flux densities
for momentum and energy. See reports on further exten-
sions of this theory and on computational implementations,
e.g., in Refs. [26,27]. In this Letter, we describe a hybrid
computational methodology that allows us to pursue
molecular simulations at atomistic detail in limited regions
that are embedded in mesoscale environments with general
space- and time-dependent statistical evolution. That is, we
describe a new variant of the AdResS technology that
enables the systematic coupling of an open molecular
system to a mesoscale environment governed by fluctuating
hydrodynamics.
The examples discussed above lead to the simulation and

modeling questions of how to define boundary conditions
that couple the particle domain to a fluctuating environment
described by a much less detailed mathematical model.
Such boundary conditions need to be designed so that
the statistical and thermodynamic conditions of the particle
domain adapt to the instantaneous information coming
from the fluctuating environment and, vice versa, the
fluctuating environment adapts to the instantaneous
response of the particle domain.
In this Letter, we realize such an algorithm by coupling

the AdResS scheme (for the open molecular system) to a
continuum fluctuating hydrodynamics scheme based on the
Navier-Stokes model (for a fluctuating thermodynamic
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environment) via boundary conditions inspired by the
mathematical model of the open system. The method is
tested for fluid argon under different initial conditions,
following its relaxation to equilibrium. The relaxation is
specifically analyzed in the particle domain of AdResS and
shows that it leads to the expected behavior from a
continuum as well as from the corresponding fully resolved
particle point of view. It must be reported that previous
attempts of coupling particle domains to the continuum and
in particular with other versions of AdResS have been
technically satisfactory for the description of density
fluctuations [27–32]. However, the current work with a
systematic one-to-one correspondence between the techni-
cal implementation and the mathematical and physical
formulation of boundary conditions at the microscopic
level produced an algorithm with a major improvement,
i.e., it allows, in addition to density fluctuations, for thermal
fluctuations whose description is not possible in previous
algorithms.
AdResS vs the mathematical open system model.—The

latest version of the AdResS method directly couples a high
resolution (atomistic) region of physical interest, AT, to a
region of noninteracting point particles (tracers, TR)
through an interface region Δ at atomistic resolution. In
the AT and Δ regions particles undergo standard atomistic
interactions as in a full atomistic simulation. In theΔ region
they are, in addition, subjected to a thermostat and an
external and purely space-dependent one-particle force
called the “thermodynamic force,” FthðxÞ. Such force
assures, together with the action of the thermostat, the
thermodynamic consistency of the Δ and AT regions.
Specifically, the thermodynamic force is calculated self-
consistently during an equilibration run of AdResS:

Starting from a first guess Fð0Þ
th ðxÞ ¼ 0, the update at step

k is Fðkþ1Þ
th ðxÞ ¼ FðkÞ

th ðxÞ − c∇ϱkðxÞ, with the density pro-
file ϱkðxÞ calculated from an AdResS simulation using

FðkÞ
th ðxÞ; c > 0 is a coefficient that controls the speed of

convergence. The iteration stops when the deviation of
ϱkðxÞ from a reference density profile is within a prescribed
tolerance. Once FthðxÞ has been determined, it remains
unchanged without any need for recalibration in subsequent
applications [33]. A statistical mechanics analysis of this
setup allows one to identify FthðxÞ with the correction
needed to balance the chemical potential of the TRþ Δ
region to the chemical potential of reference the AT region
[14,34,35]. In addition, the thermostat assures the thermal
consistency of the Δ and AT regions at the target temper-
ature. The tracer region, TR, acts as an artificial reservoir of
particles; the entrance or exit of particles into or from the Δ
region is regulated by the thermodynamic force and assures
the proper balance (see Fig. 1).
This scheme has been proved to reproduce the features of a

grand canonical ensemble [15,35]. The numerical setup, in
turn, inspired the development of a physico-mathematical

model of the open system that provided further conceptual
support to the definition ofAdResS as a numerical method to
simulate open systems [16,17]. Specifically, the mathemati-
cal model concludes that to properly simulate an open
system, it is sufficient to define the boundary conditions
in Δ without the need of requiring a physically meaningful
behavior of the particles in theTR region. The analytic details
of the physico-mathematical model can be found in
Refs. [16,17], here we provide just a short, albeit essential,
summary:
We consider a large, closed, system with N interacting

particles named “Universe” and the corresponding Liouville
equation for its phase-space probability distribution
FNðX; tÞ; X≡fX1;…:XNg; Xi≡ ðqi;piÞ; (i ¼ 1;…; N),
where qi and pi are the position and momentum of the ith
particle and t is the time. Let us now assume ourmain interest
is in some open subsystem,Ω, of theUniverse that contains a
time-dependent instantaneous number of particles n. The
equivalent of the Liouville equation for Ω results in a
hierarchy of equations for the probability distribution func-
tions in the phase spaces of 0⩽n⩽N particles in Ω, labeled
fnðXΩ; tÞ. The equation for the evolution of fnðXΩ; tÞ is
derived by integrating all the particles’ degrees of freedom
outside Ω in the Liouville equation of the Universe.
Differently from the Liouville equation of the Universe,
the equation for fnðXΩ; tÞ is characterized by a term
describing the coupling of Ω to the external reservoir.
Such a term implies that to have a physically consistent
exchange of energy andparticles betweenΩ and the reservoir,
particles at the boundary, exiting fromor entering inΩ, should
be distributed according to the one- and two-particle distri-
bution function of reference (i.e., as in the fully resolved
Universe) at the given temperature. Under conditions of

FIG. 1. Illustration of the AdResS (or open system model) and
its coupling to the continuum (a), the technical setup of AdResS
only (b), and its inclusion into a continuum solver as particle
domain (c). The particles of theΔ region and the tracers of the TR
region of AdResS overlap with the continuum description and
exchange information (green and red arrows) in a way that
boundary conditions from the continuum to the AT region and
vice versa are defined.
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equilibrium, such a setup is shown to be consistent with a
grand canonical representation of Ω.
The close similarity of this model to the computational

setup of AdResS lies in the fact that the above-mentioned
conditions regarding the information exchange between the
open system and the surrounding reservoir(s) are effec-
tively implemented in AdResS through the action of the
thermodynamic force and the thermostat inΔ. In fact, at the
boundary of the AT region the targeted temperature and
density or one-particle distribution function are imposed
while the radial (two-particle) distribution function is
automatically recovered and used as a criterion of vali-
dation of AdResS (see also Refs. [13,17]). Furthermore,
when an open system is in contact with two distinct
reservoirs, the mathematical model suggests that the
coupling at each system-reservoir boundary should be
done as if the system was in equilibrium with the single
reservoir, independently from the other. In AdResS, the
corresponding effective numerical condition consists in
applying at each boundary of AT the thermodynamic force
and the thermostat corresponding to the thermodynamic
state of each reservoir [17,19].
This framework, considering explicitly the time depend-

ence of the whole system, allows for a further relevant step
forward, which is to account for reservoirs with fluctuating
temperature and density. According to our mathematical
model, the corresponding boundary condition must allow
for the instantaneous exchange of particles and energy
according to the time-dependent thermodynamic condi-
tions at the system-reservoir interface. Accordingly, in
AdResS, the effective realization of the idea above consists
of applying at time t a thermodynamic force in Δ that
corresponds to the instantaneous thermodynamic condition
of the reservoir. The technical essence of the present Letter
is the numerical implementation of this concept, with the
thermodynamically fluctuating reservoir implemented via
fluctuating hydrodynamics (FHD) and synchronized with
the particle system through a varying thermodynamic force
tabulated in a predefined dictionary of thermodynamic
forces. Below the scheme is explained in detail; instead, the
explicit connection to the mathematical model is reviewed
in the Supplemental Material [36], which is complemented
by Refs. [14,16–18,34].
Coupling AdResS and FHD.—The description of the

macroscopic reservoir, as anticipated above, is achieved
through the FHD model, that is in essence Navier-Stokes
(NavSt) equations extended by the addition of a stochastic
flux term. In fact, in statistical mechanics, fluctuations are
random deviations of a system from its average state as the
system does not stay at the microscopic state of equilibrium
but randomly samples all possible states with a Boltzmann
distribution probability [37,38].
To incorporate fluctuations into macroscopic determin-

istic hydrodynamics, Landau and Lifshitz introduced an
extended form of the NavSt equations by incorporating a

stochastic flux divergence term, S ¼ ð0;S;Qþ u · SÞ⊺
[25]. The Landau-Lifshitz Navier-Stokes equations are
written as Ut ¼ −∇ · ðFþ Dþ SÞ, where U ¼ ðϱ; J; EÞ⊺
is a vector of conserved quantities with ϱ, J ¼ ϱu, and E ¼
ϱe being the mass, momentum, and energy densities,
respectively. The advective (F) and diffusive (D) fluxes
are given byF¼ ½ϱu;ϱu ·u;ðEþPÞu�⊺ andD¼ð0;τ;τ ·u−
k∇TÞ⊺; where u is the velocity, P is the pressure, T is the
temperature, and τ ¼ −ηð∇uþ ð∇uÞ⊺ − 2

3
I∇ · uÞ is the

stress tensor in which η and k are the coefficients of viscosity
and thermal conductivity, respectively. The stochastic stress
tensor (S) and heat flux (Q) are white in space and time and
are formulated using fluctuation-dissipation relations to yield
the equilibrium covariances of the fluctuationswith themean
value of zero and well-specified covariances [26]. Different
discretization techniques are available for solving such
equations as reported in the Supplemental Material [36],
which is complemented by Refs. [26,39–43].
As a technical reference for the coupling of a particle

system to FHD, we utilized the state-flux hybrid scheme of
Donev and co-workers [40]. In their technique, the output
of the continuum solver at the neighboring cells of the
particle subdomain acts as a boundary condition for the
state of the particle subdomain. Particles with specific
positions and velocities are inserted into the reservoir to
reproduce the mass, momentum, and energy densities of
the corresponding continuum cells. Conversely, the total
mass, momentum, and energy of particles crossing the
boundary and passing from the particle subdomain to the
continuum reservoir are calculated during the particle
simulation and implemented as a flux boundary condition
for the continuum solver at the interface.
The fluctuating thermodynamic conditions of the FHD-

simulated reservoir are accounted for in the AdResS-
system by utilizing a dictionary of thermodynamic forces
in the Δ region that has been precalculated as a function of
density and temperature. The states obtained by the
continuum solver in the grid cells immediately adjacent
to the particle subdomain define the respective thermody-
namic forces to be used in the next time step for the
particle-based solver. In the process, parameters of the
thermodynamic force functions are interpolated between
dictionary entries where needed. In the other coupling
direction, the calculation of the fluxes in the particle
domain to be imposed to the continuum solver as a
boundary condition is done as in the reference technique
Ref. [40]. That is, the total mass, momentum, and energy of
particles crossing the particle-continuum interface is
imposed as a boundary condition to the continuum solver
at the interface. The calculated flux values are consistentwith
the conservation laws of mass, momentum, and energy (see
also the Supplemental Material [36], which includes
Refs. [44–46]). The resulting scheme is summarized in
Fig. 2 and its numerical validation is discussed in the
Appendix. Another nontrivial further technical advancement
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compared to previous schemes [29,47] is that the current
algorithm does not require an additional optimization step
upon the insertion of particles from the continuum region. In
fact, the tracer particles are noninteracting objects and their
entrance in the Δ region, as well as their subsequent
equilibration with the local environment, are automatically
regulated by the thermodynamic force within the Δ region.
Conclusions.—A novel approach for simulating an open

system at particle resolution embedded in a reservoir of
energy and particles modeled by fluctuating hydrodynam-
ics (FHD) has been presented. The mathematical model at
the core of the AdResS algorithm prescribes coupling
conditions that smoothly allow for an automatic dynamical
exchange of particles and energy. The AdResS approach
has already been demonstrated to be capable of represent-
ing complex molecular systems in and out of equilibrium
by coupling it to several reservoirs at different thermody-
namic states along the surface of the AT region. Thus, the
new description of adjacent reservoirs through FHD allows
for the simulation of similar systems but this time in the
presence of fluctuating thermal and/or density fields. The
option of coupling an AT region to several adjacent
reservoirs in combination with our nonstationary FHD
extension also constitutes a promising basis for multidi-
mensional variants of AdResS-FHD systems, including
situations with spatially inhomogeneous state distributions
along a (flat) AdResS surface. Such situations would be
covered by treating the faces of all FHD cells that bound on
the AT interface in question as separate reservoirs. The
linearity of the coupling to several reservoirs, demonstrated
in previous work [17], will make this straightforward to
implement.

This research has been funded by Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) through grant CRC 1114
“Scaling Cascade in Complex Systems,” Project
Number 235221301, Project C01 “Adaptive coupling of
scales in molecular dynamics and beyond to fluid dynam-
ics.” The authors thank Felix Höfling and Roya Ebrahimi
Viand for the helpful discussion and support on using the
HALMD package.

Appendix on the numerical scheme and its
validation.—Figure 2 reports the schematic structure of
the numerical scheme; here, we discuss the results of the
numerical simulation that validates the method. Several
numerical tests for a one-dimensional coupling setup are
reported upon here. Thus, the FHD-to-AdResS change of
resolution occurs only along one dimension. The coupling
between the computational system components follows the
principles outlined above. Additional technical details can
be found in the Supplemental Material [36], which
includes Refs. [48–53]. A one-dimensional coupling setup
is simple enough to allow for simulations that clearly
assess the general validity of the basic principles on which
the technique is based and at the same time it is already

sufficient for applications to complex molecular systems.
One concrete example, previously mentioned, concerns
how a temperature field (gradient) affects the geometry of
biological membranes. The hypothesis is that even small
temperature variations across the membrane could generate
unexpected shape responses leading to the conclusion that
the shape response of a membrane can be tuned by
externally controlling a temperature gradient in its
immediate vicinity at the two different sides of the
membrane [54]. A prototype of the hydrated membrane, in
absence of thermal gradient, has already been successfully
treated with the AdResS technique [55], thus the current
approach can now make the crucial further step forward
by adding the thermal fluctuations along the direction that
crosses the membrane (that is in a one-dimensional
coupling setup). Another relevant example, also mentioned
before, concerns water-ionic liquid mixtures. In such
systems, a tunable one-dimensional thermal field can drive
a phase separation in water-rich and water-poor domains.
Also, in this case, the AdResS simulation has been
successfully applied in absence of external gradients
[23,56] and is now ready for the next step offered by the
current algorithm.
As numerical tests, we run simulations in each of which a

specific initial condition for density, velocity, temperature,
and pressure is given. We then follow the evolution of

continuum domain

initialization: ρ,u, and T

calculating

thermodynamic state

close to AT region

creating the corresponding

thermodynamic set-up for

AdResS

performing AdResS

simulation

calculating the interface

values according to the

AdResS results

imposing the result of the

AdResS simulation in the

continuum domain

advancing the

continuum solver

deriving the

corresponding Fth
from the dictionary

FIG. 2. The definitions of boundaries of Fig. 1 are considered.
The simulation starts with an initial state of a given density,
velocity, and temperature for the whole domain as if it was a pure
continuum domain. Next, according to the density and temper-
ature of the neighboring macrocells of the continuum, the
thermodynamic forces for the left and right sides of the AdResS
domain are calculated by interpolation from the dictionary and
the particle simulation is executed. The temperature on the left
and right sides of the particle domain is set according to the
temperature of the neighboring macrocells. Average values of
physical quantities of interest and the related interface fluxes are
calculated from the particle simulation in the AT region and
imposed in the continuum macrocells corresponding to the AT
region and in the neighboring or interface cells to ensure that such
imposing preserves the conservation laws. Finally, the fluctuating
hydrodynamic solver will advance for a certain number of
continuum time steps, considered as a single coupling time step,
and a new state with updated density, velocities, and temperature
is defined and the procedure repeated.
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the system and compare the result of the AdResS-FHD
algorithm with the results of the full continuum and the full
atomistic simulations. As a representative of all the tests,
Fig. 3 reports the results obtained for a Riemann initial
value problem given by zero velocity, constant pressure,
and piecewise constant initial data for the density (and
temperature) with the discontinuity located in the center of
the domain. We follow the relaxation in time to equilibrium
and show that indeed the AdResS-FHD simulation behaves

as expected from the full FHD and full MD simulations.
particular, in the AT region of AdResS, we find that the
evolution towards equilibrium for the aforementioned
test scenario occurs as in the equivalent subsystem of a
full atomistic simulation of the entire domain (see Fig. 4).
The results are of similar quality when instead of said
initial contact discontinuity an acoustic wave with
periodic initial conditions for density and temperature
is imposed, but this time with a non-flat initial
pressure profile according to the equation of state of
the system. Such results are reported in the Supplemental
Material [36].
In the Supplemental Material [36] (including Refs. [57–

59]), we also report the case where the system is treated in
a quasi-one-dimensional setup with varying cross-section
geometry. Results show that indeed the AdResS-FHD
algorithm satisfactorily reproduces the behavior of
reference.
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